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ICING-PROTECTION BEQUIRFMITS FOR 
RECIPROCATING-ENGINE INDUCTION 
By Willard. D. Colas, Vern G. Rollln

and. Donald. B. I4uThol]axid. 
Icing of aircraft-engine induction systems remains a serious 
problem despite the development of relatively ice-free fuel-metering 
systems, the widespread use at alternate and heated-air intakes, and. 
the use of alcohol for emergency de-Icing. Investigations have been 
made to study and. to combat all phases of this icing problem. From 
these investigations, criterions for safe operation and for the 
design of new induction systems have been established.. 
The results were obtained. from laboratory investigations of 
carburetor-supercharger combinations, wind-tunnel invest igat ions of 
air scoops, multicylinder-engine studies, and flight investigations. 
Characteristics of the three forms of ice, impact, throttling, and 
fuel evaporation, were studied.. The effects of several factors on 
the icing characteristics were also studied and included (1) atmos-
pheric conditIons, (2) engine and air-scoop configurations, including 
light-airplane systems, (3) type of fuel used, (4) operatIng vari-
ables, such as power conditIon, (5) mixture setting, and. (6) use of a 
mimfold pressure regulator, carburetor heat, and water-alcohol injec-
tion. In addition, Ice-detection methods were Investigated and 
methods of preventing and removing Induction-system ice were studied. 
Recommendations are given for design and operation with regard to 
Induction-system icing. 
Ice formations within an aircraft-engine induction system are 
serious hazards because: (1) The critical areas may be sufficiently 
restricted to reduce oneiderably the flow of combustion air to the 
engine; (2) the fuel-metering process may be upset and. cause erratic 
engine operation; or (3) the movable parts, such as the throttle or 
the heat damper, may freeze and become inoperative.
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The symptoms associated with ind.uction-systein icing are not 
always d.iscernable and recognition of icing conditions usually 
requires considerable operational experience and. judgment. This 
type of icing is not necessarily a cold-weather phenomenon, but 
may occur at temperatures far above the normal ambient freezing 
level. Evidence of ice formation during operation or following 
failureis not easily obtained. because the ice, rapidly melts and 
a completely reliable icing indicator for induction systems is as 
yet unavailable. Because the symptoms of carburetor Icing are 
often similar to those associated with other engine operating dif-
ficulties, reports of icing must be cautiously scrutinized. anti 
weighed. 
Induction-system icing has long been a recognized probleir and. 
was rated a principal cause of power-plant. failure as early as 
1921 (reference 1). Attention was sharply focused on the problem 
in 1939 by the loss of the British flying boat "Cavalier" (ref er-
ence 2) and. again during the war years by an alarming number of 
transport losses in the China-Burma-India theater of operations. 
The icing problem remains a serious hazard, despite the fact 
that the induction systems on most licensed aircraft are capable 
of providing sufficient protection in all weather conditions if 
the protection is correctly applied. and. at the proper time. With 
most protective systems now in use, the pilot must be familiar with 
the aspects of induction-system icing if proper protection is to be 
promptly applied.. 
Pilot reports of current operation of several airplanes of 
recent design show that numerous incidents of engine stoppage and 
erratic operation are attributable to both ice formation and. water 
in the induct ion system. Much effort has been expended to prevent 
such trouble by alteration of design of the equipment or by chang-
ing the operating technique. 
In a review of Civil Aeronautics Administration reports of 
accidents and. of failures found during inspection and. overhaul for 
1930-46, Posner (reference 3) reported that 1094 cases of carbu-
retor icing were recorded out of a total of 4833 reports. This 
review covers nonscheduled aircraft operations and. approximately 
99 percent of the data represented operation of small single-engine 
aircraft. From an analysis of light-airplane power-plant failures 
for 1947, Weick (reference 4) indicates that 34, percent of the 
forced. landings were caused by ineffective carburetor heat or by 
nonapplication or improper application of carburetor heat. This 
analysis was based. on one-seventh of the total of 9253 privately 
operated. airplane mishaps recorded. by the Civil Abronautics Board 
for the year.
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In 1940, as operations through inclement weather began to 
increase, the Air Transport Asociation recognized the need for a 
better understanding of causes, effects, and. cures of induction-
system icing and. requested. the NACA-to study the problem. Research 
was started in 1941 at the National Bureau of Standards under the 
direction of a special NACA subcoDnnittee. In 1943, the work was 
transferred to research facilities at the NACA Lewis laboratory 
with a more comprehensive program sponsored by the Army Air Force. 
The NACA research program included laboratory determinations 
of icing characteristics and heated-air and fluid d.e-icing require-
ments for representative float-type, pressure-type, and. fuel-
injection-type carburetors in combination with representative 
maxiifold.s, adapters, and supercharger combinations; dynamoinet er 
measurements of the effects of ice on engine operation; icing-
research-tunnel studies of several protected air-inlet scoops; and 
flight research under both natural and simulated icing conditions 
(references5 to 21). The peiormance of several special ice-
warning instruments was studied and an investigation was made of 
methods of eliminating the icing problem by suitable design of the 
air inlet, the fuel-injection device, and the throttles (ref er-
ences 13, 18, and 19). 
Acknowledgment is made of the work of previous investigators, 
which is considered throughout this report in conjunction with the 
results obtained by the NACA and presented. herein. Further 
acknowledgment is nd.eto domestic air-transport companies, gov-
ernment agencies, armed. services, and. engine and. accessory compa-
nies for their he1u1 advice, reports on operating incidents and 
practices, and. the loan of equipment for the experimental inves-
tigations.
REPRETATIVE INDUCTION SYSTEMS 
The induction system of an engine includes all elements and. 
accessories of the air duct from the main air-inlet scoop to the 
inlet valve on the engine cylinder. The possible combinations of 
these elements are increased by variations in design and. size of 
each component and. by the use of several different groups of the 
components on a single model aircraft. 
An induction system typical of those used on large aircraft 
is illustrated, in figure 1(a). The system consists of an offset 
air scoop with boundary-layer bypass, a hot-air selector valve, a 
protective screen, a pressure-injection-type down-draft carburetor, 
a fuel injection nozzle, turning vanes In the supercharger-inlet
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elbow, and.'an engine-stage supercharger. Warm air from behind the 
engine cylinders can be drawn into the system through a heating 
shroud. surrounding the exhaust collector when the hot-air valve is 
turned. to close off the cold. rain air. The induction system shown 
in fIgure 1(b) is similar to that of figure 1(a), except that the 
Inlet-air duct is built Into the leading-edge region of the engine 
cowl. An undercowl scoop that utilizes the principle of Inertia 
separation for removing some of the free water from the inlet air 
is shown in figure 1(c). Any of these systems can also Incorporate 
additional equipment, such as an auxiliary-stage supercharger, an 
air filter, and. an
 intercooler, which Irtherently complicates the 
air-flow path. 
Nearly all aircraft Induction systems have some type of alter-
nate air inlet. Systems other than those shown in figure 1 have 
been employed for obtaining sheltered or heated. air or both, such 
as taking, engine cooling air directly from behind the cylinders 
without special heat provision, using a turbosupercharger as a sole 
means of heat, or using a sheltered unheated inlet such as a wheel 
well.	 - 
In addition to alternate or heated-air systems, alcohol sprays 
have freq.uently been used. at various locations In the inductIon 
system for emergency Ice protection. The British have favored. the 
use of oil or coolant jackets for suxace heating of the carburetor 
(reference 22). 
The fuel-metering equipment on large aircraft engines usually 
consists of pressure-type carburetors or fuel-injection systems. 
In recent years, the speed-density fuel-metering system has been 
considered. 
A typical light-airplane induction system Is shown in fig-
ure 2. The main inlet-air duct contains a ram-air filter, a 
selector valve for changing from the normal rain-air inlet to the 
alternate hot-air system, an updraft float-type carburetor with 
fuel nozzle ahead. of the throttle, and a mixture-distributing 
manifold. Warm air from the engine compartment can be drawn 
through a heating shroud. surrounding the exhaust manifold into the 
carburetor when the selector valve is turned to close the rain-air 
inlet and the hot-air bypass.
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TYPES OF flWUCTION-SXS4 ICE FORMATION 
Three d.istinct types of icing that occur in the induction 
system are impact, throttling, and. fuel-evaporation icing. 
Impact Icing 
Impact icing occurs when a subfreezing surface comes in con-
tact with supercooled water droplets such as may be found in clouds 
or freezing rain. When the droplet strikes the surface, a email 
portion of the water freezes instantaneously and. the latent heat 
that is released raises the temperature of the remam ing water to 
320 F. Heat transfer to the surface and. to the atmosphere causes 
this water to freeze. 
Impact Ice coflects on scoop inlets, duct wails, carburetor-
inlet screens, exposed metering elements, throttles, and other pro-
tuberances in the induction system. These ice formations may 
throttle the air flow and. thereby reduce the engine power. In 
addition, the ice formations upset the carburetor metering by dis-
turbing the air-flow pattern. 
Generally, dry snow and. sleet at low temperatures do not cause 
serious Icing unless certain types of filter or screen are used.. 
Inadequnte heating of the inlet may cause dry snow to stick to the 
Inlet and produce more serious Icing than would be experienced with 
no heating. 
The rates at which local formations of impact ice grow depend 
on the local impingement rates of water droplets. Analytical 
determination of local impingement rates Is exceedingly difficult 
because the air-flow pattern must be calculated and. a tedious 
step-by-step Integration of the droplet trajectories performed. 
An approximate estimate of the total amount of free water entering 
the system can be made, however. The rate at which free water is 
carried into the induction system equals the product of the volume 
rate of air flow, the free-water concentration per unit of air 
volume, and. an assumed. collection efficiency for the Inlet. The 
collection-efficiency factor allows for the variations In water 
concentration that results from the deviation of droplet paths 
fr the streamlines. 
Water concentrations that might be expected. in various mete-
orological conditions are tabulated. in reference 23.
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Throttling Icing 
Throttling icing is caused by the freezing of water or the con-
d.enaation and the freezing of water vapor resulting from the expan-
sion cooling of the charge air as it passes through restrictions in 
the induction system. The formation of throttling ice on a throttle 
and throttle barrel is illustrated in figure 3. As the air flows 
from a region of high pressure (region 1) to a region of low pres-
sure (region 2), it is accelerated to a high velocity and. the tem-
perature decreases. This decrease in temperature may be calculated 
if the flow is assumed. to be Isentropic. The temperature of the 
wall and the throttle plate at regIon 3 will be higher than the air 
temperature at region 2 because of heating effects in the boundary 
layer. 
If the throttle barrel is Insulated, the approximate wall tem-
perature can be eaaiiy estimated with the aid. of the Mollier diagram 
for water-air mixtures in reference 24. The water droplets and the 
air are assumed to be in equilibrium and. the temperature at region 2 
is found. by assuming a wet isentropic expansion from the pressure 
at region 1 to the pressure at regIon 2. The wall temperature is 
found. by assuming that 90 percent of the enthalpy drop from region 1 
to 2 Is recovered in the bowiiiry layer and. the pressure at region 3 
equals the pressure at region 2. 
The air after It passes the throttle loses its velocity in 
turbulent region 4. The approximate temperature at region 4 can be 
found from the Mollier dIagram when the pressures at regions 1 and 
4 are known by assuming a constant-enthalpy process between the two 
regions. Greater accuracy may be obtained by correcting the 
enthalpy for the difference in velocities at regions 1 and . 4. 
The estimated upper temperature limit at which throttling Ice 
occurs Is shown in figure 4 for throttle pressure ratios from 0.96 
to 0.53. Values are shown for an inlet pressure of 28.86 inches of 
mercury absolute and relative humidities of 60, 80, and. 100 percent. 
Throttle pressure ratios corresponding to the approximate power 
settings for glide, low cruise, high cruise, normal rated, and 
take-off are indicated. 
The preceding analysis Is appror1 mte because the water drop-
lets and. the air do not stay in equilibrium during the expansion 
process. The wall temperature may be. calculated if no evaporation 
of droplets is assumed to occur and then the wall temperature may 
be corrected for cooling by evaporation of a water film on the 
wall, as demonstrated. in reference 25. This calculation consists
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essentially in estimating the wall temperature assuming dry air, 
estimating the water-vapor pressure at region 2 with the assumption 
of no evaporation, and. then finding the wet-bulb temperature corre-
sponding to this vapor pressure and the dry-wall temperature. 
Neither of the two methods of calculating wall temperatures 
is strictly in accord with the actual processes within the carbu-
retor. A very important consideration that cannot be accurately 
evaluated is the transfer of heat through the metal parts. 
In systems sueh as most light airplanes use, the throttle is 
dowustreen of the fuel nozzles and. is thus also subject to fuel-
evaporation icing, as d.iscuased. in the following section. 
Fuel-Evaporation Icing 
Fuel-evaporation icing occurs when fuel is introduced into the 
air stream and. the extraction of the latent heat of vaporization 
from the air stream and the surrounding metal surfaces is suff 1-
dent to reduce the temperatures below freezing. The lowering of 
the temperature condenses and. freezes water vapor in the air or on 
the metal surfaces. 
The theoretical cooling effect of gasoline, when complete 
evaporation of' a stoichiometric mixture of gasoline and air Is 
assumed., is approximately 37° F (reference 26). The localized 
cooling effect may be much greater in regions where the fuel-air 
ratio is very rich. Such regions may be close to the fuel spray or 
where I'uel impinges on surfaces of the carburetor. 
An accurate analytical evaluation of the znaxixn'imi localized 
cooling effect of gasoline has not been made. An approlte 
method. is mentioned in reference 25 in which the gasoline is 
assumed. to be a single compound. and. the vapor pressures and. the 
latent heat of this compound. are used to compute a wet-bulb tem-
perature for a fuel-air mixture. This wet-bulb temperature is the 
theoretical temperature of a wall wetted by gasoline. 
Another approximate and. less accurate method of computing the 
temperature reduction can be made by assuming the existence of a 
local concentration of the lightest fractions of the fuel. If 
this light fraction is assumed to be isopentane,, the local cooling 
effect may be greater than 1500 F. 
Experiments with carburetors have shown fuel-evaporation Icing 
at Inlet-air temperatures as high as 102° F, Indicating a local 
temperature reduction of at least 70° F.
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Ice that forms as a result of fuel evaporation builds up at 
severa1 critical locations. Float-type carburetors, which mix fuel 
with the air within the venturi, cause fuel evaporation to occur 
during the throttling process and. make the throttle region espe-
cially critical to icing. Pressure-type carburetors, wi1ch incor-
porate a fuel nozzle located in close proximity to a wake-producing 
protuberance, have been observed to cause eddying of the fuel spray 
in sufficient quantity to cause ice formation on the protuberances. 
Butterfly-type throttles or fuel nozzles mounted on a central web 
are particularly susceptible to the effects of fuel recirculation. 
Figure 5 shows the observed. fuel eddying that occurs in a syBtem 
utilizing butterfly-type throttles and a wall-mounted fuel nozzle. 
Accretions of ice also form on wall-mounted fuel nozzles in suf-
ficient quantities to reduce fuel flow seriously. 
MJ!EODS .A1D ¶IIECHNIQiJES 
Research conducted by the NACA included investigations of icing 
and. d.e-icing characteristics for several large engine carburetor-
superchareer combinations, for induction-system inlets and ducts, 
and for light-airplane induction systems. The carburetor-supercharger 
studies for large engines included experiments with (1) a labora-
tory installation of the carburetor and the supercharger inlet with-
out the remainder of the engine, (2) a laboratory installation of a 
complete engine, aM (3) an engine during flight. 
Air-inlet and. duct investigation. - A study was made of the 
icing characteristics and. the means for protection of a typical 
inlet and duct combination for a large transport aircraft by sub-
jecting the installation (fig. 6) to simulated icing conditions in 
the NACA Lewis icing research tunnel. Icing of the filter and. 
inlet combination of a light airplane was similarly investigated. 
(See references 13 and 20) 
Several experimental inlets, designed to remove free water from 
the charge air by providing inertia separation of the water drop-
lets, were investigated both for aerod.ynamic and icing character-
istics of the scoop, the duct, and. the carburetor inlet. 
Carburetor-supercharger installations without engine. - The 
icing characteristics of carburetor-supercharger combinations were 
determined in the laboratory by inducing air flow through the car-
buretor and. engine-stage supercharger-inlet section either by means 
of a suction pwnp connected to the induction system (reference 7) 
or by operation of the supercharger impeller (reference 14). A
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representative installation is illustrated. in figure 7. The tem-
perature and. the pressure of the supplied. air were carefully con-
trolled. and measured. at the carburetor inlet • Moisture content of 
the air was regulated by means of. steam jets to control humidity 
and water sprays in order to provid.e water in excess of saturation. 
Instrumentation was provided, to measure rates of air flow, fuel 
flow, and. simulated rain injection, as well as carburetor and. 
supercharger pressures, carburetor metering pressures, and. other 
variables affected by icing. 
In addition to the study of the effect of icing characteris-
tics, the effectiveness of de-icing fluids and. heated. charge air 
as de-icixzg agents was also determined. The de-icing data were 
obtained: by causing ice to form in the induction system until a 
predetermined, air-flow decrease occurred. After the air flow had 
been reduced to the predetermined value, the de-icing air 'was 
turned on by reversing the hot and. cold. air dampers shown in fig-
ure 7 and. the time for recovery of air flow and. fuel metering was 
recorded. The effectiveness of the de- icing agent was evaluated 
on the basis of the time required to produce recovery of 95 percent 
cd' the i1mum air flow corrected for density changes at a given 
throttle setting. 
A study was also made of the effect of Icing on the fuel d.is-
tibut ion from the supercharger-outlet ports of a radial engine. 
Dnamameter installation on complete engine.' - The Icing 
limits for a complete engine equipped with a carburetor-
supercharger combination corresponñAng to one of the combinations 
used without the engine were determined, on a d.namometer stand. 
This investigation established the effect of a controlled Ice 
formation on the power output and. operating characteristics of a 
complete engine and. enabled correlation of the carburetor-
supercharger-combination results with those obtained when such 
factors as engine vibration and. heat dissipation from the operating 
engine were introduced. 
Flight investigation. - An illustration of the induction system 
of one of the engines of a two-engine turbosupercharged fighter 
airplane, which 'was used to determine the effects of icing condi-
tions on the system during both flight and ound. investigations 
(references 16 and 17), is shown in figure 8 • This engine was sun-
ilar to the engine used for the &ynainameter installation. 
Icing conditions were simulated by spraying appropriate quan-
tities of water into the carburetor scoop and. into the intercooler
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cooling-air duct. Instrumentation was provided to obtain relative 
htunid.ity, temperature, and. pressure of the charge air at the car-
buretor deck. Fuel and. air flows were determined from measurements 
of the metering pressures of the carburetor. 
Light-airplane carburetor- Inlet manifold combinations.. - Lives-
tigatione of light-airplane induction-system Icing were conducted in 
the laboratory In a inner similar to that used for the large 
carburetor-supercharger installations. An. exhauster system was used. 
to induce a flow of conditioned. air through the carburetor and mani-
fold combinations. The icing characteristics of two typical light-
airplane engine induction systems were • investigated using carbu-
retors aMit1folds of engines in the horsepower ranges from 65 to 
85 and. 165 to 185. The smaller system consisted of a float-type 
carburetor with an unheated manifold and the larger system consisted 
of a single-barrel pressure-type carburetor with an oil- jacketed 
manifold.
ICING OF ThDUCTI0N-S!ST4 XLNTS 
Investigation has shown that some elements of an induction 
system are critically affected. by very small q.uantIties of ice, 
whereas other elements have a comparatively large icing tolerance. 
Protection that may be provided for some elements against the 
occurrence of one type of ice at given atmospheric conditions may 
not necessarily prevent maLfunctioning or engine failure caused by 
other types of icing on other elements'. Experiments have been made 
using many configurations under a variety of icing conditions to 
ascertain the critical location of ice formations with regard to 
each of the components of the particular system and. to determine 
methods by which complete induction-system icing protection can be 
achieved.
Inlets and Ducts 
With respect to Icing, there are two important characteristics 
of Inlets. The first characteristic to be considered Is the Icing 
of the Inlet lips. Impact Ice forms on the ups and. impairs the 
aerodynamic efficiency of the Inlet. In addition, the possibility 
that large pieces of ice may break loose from the inlet lips and 
pass into the carburetor presents a hazard to proper carburetor 
operation. Exposed inlets are particularly subject to impact icing, 
such as that shown In. figure 9(a).
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The second. characteristic is the ability of the inlet to pre-
vent the passage of free water into other parts of the induction 
system. The ice formed, by this free water may block air passages 
(fig. 9(b)) and. hinder carburetor funct±oning. The direct-rain 
types of inlet (figs. 1(a) and. (b)) have practically no water-
separation effectiveness but protected inlets may prevent most of 
the free water from entering the system. 
The principle of inertia separation can be applied in several 
ways to minimize the intake of water or other forms of precipita-
tion into the induction system. For operating conditions in which 
rain loss is not a critical factor, the so-called. ice guard in the 
form of a streamlined shield placed ahead of the air scoop or a 
reversible air scoop that could be rotated to provide a sheltered 
nonramming inlet are devices that have been proposed for water 
separation. 
An efficient inlet design similar to that shown in figure 1(c) 
has been developed, which accomplishes inertia separation of most 
of the water droplets from the charge air by causing the air stream 
to turn sharply to enter the duct. The path of a water droplet in 
a curved air stream is determined. by (1) the momentum of the drop-
let, which is a function of mass and. velocity, (2) the drag force 
exerted by the air stream, and. (3) the curvature of the air stream. 
Thus, a very small droplet moving with a low velocity along a 
streamline of small curvature will follow the streamline with little 
deviation. As the mass or the velocity of the droplet or the cur-
vature of the air stream increases, the deviation of the droplet 
path from the original streamline will also increase. If these 
factors become sficient1y large in an air inlet, the droplet will 
separate from the entering air stream. Droplet paths near surfaces 
are difficult to calculate and. the impingement of water can be more 
readily determined by experimental method,s. 
Most induction systems involve a sharp bend or elbow in. the air 
passage ahead of the carburetor. Partial separation of water or 
snow can be accomplished by locating a plenl.m3 chamber or trap in 
the rear wall of this elbow. The separation efficiency of this type 
of device Is low, however, f or small droplets and. will vary con-
siderably with different induction-system configurations. Further-
more, the device offers no impact-ice protection for the portion of 
the passage ahead of the elbow. 
Investigations in the Lewis icing research tunnel have been 
conducted. to determine the rate at which two. types of inlet collect
12
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water. One of the inlets was a conventional mm-type inlet 
(fig. 1(b)), and. the other was an und.ercowl scoop similar to that 
shown in figure 1(c). The front lip of the und.ercowl scoop was 
curved. downward. until the leading ed,ge coincided. with the former 
position of the ,
 leading ed,ge of the lower lip on the standard 
scoop. The rear lip was located as high and. as far forward. as 
possible to obtain the sharpest turn of the air streamlines with-
out reducing the inlet area. Thus, as illustrated, in figure 10, 
air and water droplets passed directly into the standard scoop 
but, in the undercowl scoop, most of the water droplets passed. 
through the engine cooling-air passage. 
The results of the tunnel investigation indicate that the 
undercowl scoop is very effective in removing water droplets of 
the size that may be encountered. in rain or mist, admitting less 
than 5 percent of the water entering the standard scoop and main-
taining better ram recovery than the standard scoop at all angles 
of attack for simulated cruise-power conditions and. at high 
angles of attack for simulated climb conditions. Typical results 
obtained in the investigation are shown in the following table 
where
collection efficiency = 
actual_rate of water Intake 
(volume flow of air)(water concentration) 
Rain-type	 Uni3.ercowl. 
inlet	 scoop 
Tunnel-air velocity, ft/sec 
Angle of attack, deg . . . 
Volume flow, cu ft/sec . . . 
Liquid-water content, grams/cu in 
Droplet size (max.), microns 
Collection efficiency, percent 
Rain recovery (dry air), percent
	
235	 235 
• . . . .
	
-	 4	 4 
.....	 26.2	 26.2 
• . . . ..	 1	 1 
• . . . .	 85-120	 85-120 
• . . . .	 84	 .	 4 
	
76	 91 
Carburetor-screen icing experienced with the undercowl scoop 
was negligible compared with the excessive and. rapid formations 
experienced with the standard scoop under similar conditions • Pho-
tographs of the comparative Ice formations are shown in figure 11. 
Thmmination of the inertia-separation duct following exposure to 
icing conditions in the Icing research tunnel showed that some sec-
ondary inertia separation takes place, as evidenced by light ice 
deposits on the top of the duct beginning just downstream of the 
inlet. The magnitude and the extent of such secondary separation
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depends on the effectiveness of primary separation, the air veloc-
ity in the duct, the d.roplet size, and. the radius of curvature of 
the' duct passage. Secondary separation aids in the elimination of 
water from the carburetor air but may cause ice formations that 
become the critical restriction in the system if the design does 
not Incorporate sofficient cross-sectional area for some icing 
tolerance. A high degree of primary separation minimizes the dan-
ger of ice formation due to secondary separation. The design of 
an undercowl scoop requires some compromise between good. 'water-
separation characteristics and. adequate ram recovery. Experiments 
have indicated, that llicu,rimuxn water separation can be achieved by 
providing a large circmxrerential width, a small front and rear 
gap between the lips, and. a location as high as possible for the 
rear up. Complete elimination of water is difficult to achieve 
with an inertia-separation system, especially when very small 
droplets are encountered. 
Flight operating experiences with a multiengine transport, 
with one engine equipped with an. undercowl inlet similar to that 
shown in figure 1(o), has demonstrated that this type of inlet 
provided protection against icing under conditions where heat or 
alcohol was necessary to prevent icing in the other engines. 
Statistical measurements conducted. during several years show that 
the droplets encountered in these flights were probably less than 
30 microns in diameter (reference 23). 
Auxiliary Supercharged Systems 
The icing characteristics of an induction system incorporating 
a supercharger ahead of the carburetor are effected by the heat 
input of the compressor, the inertia-separating characteristics of 
the system, and the heat losses. The heat input by the turbosuper-
charger in the flight Investigation of a twin-engine fighter air-
plane (reference 17) resulted in a temperature rise of approxi-
mately 36° F at take-off power (mntfold pressure, 50 in. Hg 
absolute) at a pressure altitude of 3500 feet. In spite of the 
intercooler-outlet flaps being fully closed, however, this temper-
ature rise of the charge air was reduced 50 percent in passing 
through the intercooler. It has been found that good inlet-
control flaps must be provided to prevent circulation within the 
duct and. excessive cooling resulting from local circulation 'at the 
face of the intercooler. 
Some turbosupercharged induction systems accomplish effective 
water separation and. reduce the susceptibility of icing. The
14
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system used. for flight investigation (reference 17), however, was 
subject to Impact icing, and. in one instance the alternate air 
valve, which was close to the scoop inlet, became frozen in the 
closed position and. no warm air was available for ice protection. 
The intercooler of this configuration was at the lowest point in 
the induction system, and. water that was blown along the duct as 
far as the intercooler collected. in the lower intercooler header 
instead of blowing over to the carburetor. A small amount of 
water did reach the carburetor, however, when a heavy rain was 
simulated. and the engine was operated at high power. 
The water-separation ability of auxiliary-supercharged ind.uc-
tion systems will depend on the particular configuration. Reduc-
tion in the quantity of water that arrives at the carburetor and 
the heat supplied. by the compressor will make conditions for icing 
less severe at the carburetor deck than when an exposed ramming 
scoop leads directly to the carburetor. 
Carburetor-Supercharger Combinations 
Impact, throttling, and fuel-evaporation icing characteristics 
àf several carburetor- supercharger combinations have been invest 1-
gated as a function of the carburetor-inlet air conditions. A 
study has been made of the effect of various factors, such as con-
figuration of the system, throttle design, fuel-discharge system, 
and. power condition on the icing characteristics. The photographs 
in figures 9(b), 12(a), and. 12(b) show typical impact icing of the 
carburetor screen and fuel-evaporation Icing on the throttles and. 
in the supercharger-Inlet, elbow, respectively. 
Representative limiting curves of serious and. visible Icing 
are plotted on the basis of carburetor-air temperature with rela-
tion to humidity ratio in figure 13. LInes of constant enthalpy, 
relative humidity, and. liquid-water content are also shown. 
Although the term "humidity ratio" applies strictly to the ratio 
of water vapor arid air, for convenience the liquid-water content 
has also been included in the humidity-ratio term herein. 
Fuel-evaporation Icing occurs throughout the entire region 
below the visible-icing-limit curve. Serious icing caused by the 
fuel-evaporation effect occurs below the aerious-icing-limIt curve. 
The area below the serious-icing-limit curve represents icing that 
results in an air-flow reduction of 2 percent or a fuel-air-ratio 
change of 6 percent within 15 minutes. In addition to fuel-
evaporation icing in the serious-icing range, throttling and. Impact
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icing also occur. Experimental].y determined, serious throttling 
icing has been found. to occur on1 at air temperatures below 390 F 
with humidity ratios in excess of saturation; impact icing is 
encountered. at carburetor-air temperatures of less than 32° F with 
humidity ratios also in excess of saturation. 
The icing characteristics with the effects of various factors 
were experimentally investignted. for the nine confl.gurationa shown 
in figure 14. 
Serious-icing limits. - The experimentally observed. limits 
of serious icing for several of the engine configurations operated. 
at simulated cru.ise power are presented. in figure 15. The effect 
of humidity ratio on systems of different design is readily dis-
cernible. Serious icing was observed at a relative humidity as 
low as 41 percent at 66 F for a system with butterfly throttles, 
X-bar fuel nozzle directly below the throttle, and. unheated. turning 
vanes (configuration C). For a system with variable throttle and. 
no turning vanes (configuration B), no serious icing was observed 
at relative humidities of less than. saturation at any temperature 
above 32° F. Serious icing, which occurred in the systems shown in 
figure 15, nearly always consisted of a combination of fuel-
evaporation and. throttling ice. 
Throttles and. other protuberances. - Aerod.ynanilc cleanliness 
of the ind.uction system has an important bearing on the icing char-
acteristics of the system. Throttles, unheated. turning vanes, or 
other protuberances such as impact tubes, boost venturis, altitude 
compensators, and. fuel-discharge nozzles are susceptible to the 
accretion of one or more of the three types of icing. Serious 
icing is shown in figure 15 to be prominent In systems contaTh1ig 
turbulence-producing protuberances near the fuel spray, such as 
X-bar fuel nozzles (configurations A and. C), or obstacles down-
Btrealn of the fuel spray, such as tuning vanes (configurations C 
and.D). 
Throttle setting. - The effect of throttle setting is shown 
in figure 16, where the limits of serious icing are given for 
three of the systems at low cruise and. rated. powers. When higher 
power was used. aM the throttles wem further open turbulence near 
the fuel nozzle was reduced. Thus systems C aM E containing 
butterfly-type throttles were much less susceptible to serious 
icing at humidity ratios less than. saturation than they were at 
the lower power condition. Thus, the lower limit for serious icing 
for system C was raised from a minimum of 41-percent relative 
humidity at low cruise power to a minimum of approTlmtely
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90-percent relative humidity for all temperatures at rated. power, 
and serious icing at humidity ratios of. less than saturation was 
completely eliminated in system E at the higher power condition. 
Configuration E, in which there are no turning vanes, also shows 
improved. icing characteristics at high power for humidity ratios 
greater than saturation with a reduction in the upper limit of 
icing of approxImately 15° F. Configurations C and D, utilizing 
turning vanes, became more,
 susceptible to serious icing at high 
power for humidity rat 108 greater than saturation because, with the 
increased water available at the higher mass air flows, ic1n of 
the turning vanes produced critical restriction to air flow and 
the upper limit of serious Icing was raised by approTi1tely 5 to 
10° F. A more detailed observation of the effect of throttle poe1-
tion on the formation of serious icing is given in references 19 
and. 27. 
Type of throttle. - In configuration B, where variable-venturi 
throttles permitted relatively smooth, unobstructed flow of the 
throttled air stream to the imeller inlet, the condensate from 
throttling and. fuel evaporation in clear-air conditions was car-
ried away from the critical-icing areas before it could build, up 
to dangerous ice formations. In this type of system, serious 
icing was encountered only when water flowed over the carburetor 
and the duct surfaces. Favorable icing characteristics were shown 
for liquid-water contents up to 3 grams per cubIc meter (fig. 15). 
Butterfly-type throttles, such, as used. in configuratioii E, caused 
turbulence in the wake of the throttles, which resulted. In serious 
ice formations on the throttles and the adjacent walls. (See 
fig. 16.) 
gine size. - The effect of the size of similar carburetor-
engine combinations on the icing limits when the engines were oper-
ated. at comparable fractions of rated power is shown in figure 17. 
No appreciable difference in the icing limits was observed when a 
variable-area venturi throttle together with a fuel-discharge noz-
zle bar was used (configurations B and. F), or when a fuel-injection 
slinger ring was used at the impeller (configurations G and B). 
The, displacement of each of the larger systems F and B was approx-
imately 1.4 times that of the comparable smaller system. 
Fuel-metering systems. - The type of fuel-metering equipment 
used for an engine in many oases is the principal factor governing 
the critical icing characteristics of the induction system. In 
some systems, the carburetor Is the part of the induction system 
least able to tolerate even small amounts of any of the three types 
of icing. In general, fuel metering is affected by the formation
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of ice on or near the pressure-sensing elements or in the small 
passages of the air-metering side of the carburetor. Icing of the 
throttle causes reduction in air flow and in severe cases may suf-
ficiently alter the air and the fuel-air-ratio distributions to 
the cylinders to cause engine roughness. 
Another problem closely associated with carburetor icing, 
which displays similarities and. must be given careful conaid.era-
tion in design, is water accumulation within the metering pas-
sages of the carburetor. For engines that have been designed to 
operate near the minimum satisfactory limits of fuel-air ratio 
with critical metering differential pressures, water accumulation 
in the metering passages of the carburetor due to direct water 
intake or melting ice will cause erratic operation and. may result 
in abrupt and. complete engine stoppage. Sluggishness in restoring 
proper fuel-air ratio after completely d.e-icing the system is also 
an indication of this trouble. Some carburetors are more sensi-
tive than others, but generally the effects of water in a carbu-
retor are unpredictable. Fuel-metering systems that incorporate 
adequate water drains or that avoid the use of exposed pressure-
sensing elements and. air-circulating passages can eliminate this 
problem. 
Location and. type of fuel-discharge system. - Location of the 
point of fuel discharge and, the type of fuel-discharge system used 
are very important in the design of an Ice-free system. A system 
in which the fuel spray contacts only ad.eq,uately heated. or other-
wise suitably protected parts will be free from fuel-evaporation 
icing. Riples of such systems are those incorporating injection 
into the supercharger impeller, injection into the cylinder inlet 
pipes, which are heated either by supercharging or by conduction 
from the engine, or direct injection into the cylinder (ref er-
ences 10, 18, and. 27). 
A coniparison of the limiting serious-icing conditions for a 
system with fuel injection near the throttles (configuration E) 
and for several systems in which the fuel Is injected from a 
slinger ring at the supercharger impeller inlet (configurations G 
and. H) is presented in fIgure 18. Configuration E was modified 
(configuration K) to incorporate an impeller fuel-injection sys-
tem similar to that used in configurations 0. aM H. A complete 
determination of the limits of icing was not made, but visual 
observation during the course of the investigation showed that no 
fuel-evaporation ice was present. The curve representing the 
icing limits for configuration K should therefore be similar to
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those for configurations G and H. The mariTnwn temperature at which 
Icing occurs for configuration E Is approrimately 570 F, compared 
with approxUnately 38° F for configurations G, H, and. K. 
Operating Variables 
Some of the operating factors that affect the Icing of an 
induction system are: (1) the throttle position during the icing 
condition, (2) the mixture setting selected., (3) the correct or 
incorrect use of carburetor heat, (4) water injection for power 
Increase, and. (5) pilot operating technique. 
operation at conditions requiring small throttle openings is 
conducive to throttling and. fuel-evaporation icing, which has been 
discussed. Flight at high altitudes requires large throttle open-
ings and. therefore has reduced susceptibility to icing. Similarly, 
the susceptibility to icing at high-power settings Is small 
because of the wide throttle opening at these conditions. 
The use of a manifold-pressure regulator that acts to main-
tain the manifold pressure by opening the throttle as ice forms 
and. restricts the flow may cause the throttle to be moved to the 
wide-open position before the pilot has any Indication that ice Is 
forming In the induction system. This type of operation may there-
fore be hazardous. 
The effect of mixture setting on icing Is negligible because 
In the leanest setting all the fuel Is not evaporated and Increased 
fuel-air ratio does not result in further temperature reduction. 
Control of the mixture setting may give an extra margin of sefety 
during icing because ice foition within the carburetor often 
results in a leaner mixture and. the engine can be operated for a 
longer time by changing to a richer mixture-control setting. 
Incorrect use of carburetor heat can change a nonserious dry-
snow condition into a serious-icing condition by melting the snow 
and. causing additional moisture to be made available for the 
throttling and. fuel-evaporation icing processes. 
The results of an investigation reported. In reference 21 Indi-
cate that water injection with fuel for purposes of Increasing max-
irnum power output creates serious-Icing conditions. The use of 
water-ethanol fuel mixtures resulted In no IcIng of serious con-
sequence for temperatures as low as _200 F.
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Engine operation in which the throttle setting is constant for 
long periods of time has resulted in ice accretions of serious 
magnitude in icing conditions that would not ordinarily be consid-
ered, serious. Idling for some time before take-off may also have 
the same result. Extended operation in an icing condition has 
caused the throttle to become inoperative because of ice accumu-
lations around the throttle shaft both in the laboratory (refer-
ence 15) and in flight investigations (reference 28). 
Fuel Volatility 
Another factor that affects the icing characteristics of an 
induction system is the volatility of the fuel. In the laboratory 
investigation of the icing characteristics of an induction system 
(reference 15), the use of S-4 reference fuel (isooctane) with no 
light fractions caused less fuel-evaporation icing than AN-F-22 
fuel in a similar length of time. The AN-F-22 fuel consisted of 
fractions, 85 percent of which were more volatile than S-4 ref er-
ence fuel. The AN-F-28,Axnendment-2 fuel, more like S-4 fuel in 
volatility, also produced less air-flow drop due to icing than 
did. AN-F-22 fuel in a similar period. 
Mixture Distribution 
During the laboratory investigation of a carburetor-supercharger 
combination with spinner-type fuel injection as used. on a double-
row radial engine (configuration H), a study was made of the effect 
of ice on the distribution of fuel-air mixture to the various inlet 
pipes. The mixture distributions obtained with both dry air and. 
impact icing at a carburetor-air temperature of 250 F are shown in 
figure 19. A considerable spread in fuel-air ratio between the 
richest and leanest cylinders wa observed under both nonicing and 
icing conditions • The spread between the richeat and. leanest cyl-
ind.ers was from 0.094 to 0.068 under nonicing conditions at a 
throttle angle of 28° (fig. 19(b)) and varied from 0.095 to 0.059 
under impact-icing conditions at wide-open throttle (fig. 19(a)). 
At the wide-open throttle setting, the average fuel-air ratio after 
icing was lowered and the spread in fuel-air ratio was increased. 
Icing lowered the average fuel-air ratio at the 28° throttle 
setting, but the spread in fuel-air ratio was not as 'eat as that 
occurring without icing. The most significant effect of impact 
icing at the carburetor is the reduction in over-all fuel-air ratio 
with the resultant possibility that the fuel-air ratio to one or 
more of the leanest cylinders might be well below the lower 1init
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of combustion. The serious reduction of fuel-air ratio under icing 
conditions was attributed, to the accmnulation of water or ice in 
the air-metering passages of the carburetor. The change in mixture-
distribution :pattern and. spread in fuel-air ratio delivered to the 
various inlet pipes was attributed to changes in the air-flow dis-
tribution due to local ice deposits. 
The effect of ice blockage of the carburetor screen on carbu-
retor metering and. mixture distribution is, in general, unpredict-
able and. varies with change in air-flow profile. In order to simu-
late the blocking effect of large pieces of ice, which are sometimes 
dislodged from upstream duct walls and deposited on the carburetor 
screen, various sections of the screen were blocked for part of 
the mixture-distribution investigation (reference 10). The results 
obtained showed that on an engine with the supercharger impeller 
rotating in a clockwise direction, blocking of 25 percent of the 
screen adjacent to the left edge produced the eatest effect. The 
fuel-air ratio spread between the richest and leanest cylinders 
increased to 0.029, as compared with 0.020 and 0.026 obtained with 
no blocking. An increase in average deviation from the over-all 
fuel-air ratio of approlmtely 0.002 was also experienced, but 
was not considered large enough to be serious. 
Light-Airplane Induction Systems 
The limiting icing conditions at low cruise power of two light-
airplane carburetor-nnifold combinations (reference 20) are shown 
in figure 20. Configuration L is a conventional updraft float-type 
carburetor with an unheated inn1fold for engines of 65 to 85 horse-
power, and configuration M is a small updraft pressure-type carbu-
retor with an oil-jacketed in1fold for engines of 165 to 185 horse-
power. The curves shown in figure 20 for configuration M represent 
conditions for which no heat was supplied. to the iin1fold, and. pro-
vide a comparison of the icing characteristics of the float-type and. 
pressure-type carburetors under similar conditions. 
Both carburetors were susceptible to icing at glide power 
(fig. 20), primarily because of the design of the idling fuel-
discharge systems, the float-type system because of ice formation 
around the idle-fuel discharge holes, an, the pressure-type system 
because of extreme variations of the fuel-air ratio. In the pres-
sure carburetor (configuration M), icing on or near the throttles 
seriously effects fuel-air ratio because the fuel flow in the idling 
range is controlled by a mech,ariical linkage to the throttle mech-
anism and the fuel flow is a function, of the throttle position
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rather than a function of the air flow. Eddying fuel in the tur-. 
bulent wake of the nearly closed, throttle caused. fuel-evaporation 
icing at the throttle plate, which restricted, the air flow, whereas 
the fuel flow remained. uriohanged..
	 - 
Heating the nw'n1fold with oil at 1700 F circulating through 
the jacket eliminated, serious icing at low cruise power and reduced 
the visible icing range to carburetor-air temperatures below 60° F. 
INDICATION ND DECTION OF ICING 
The presence of ice in an induction system may be relayed. to 
the pilot in d.ifferent ways, depending on the type of carburetor-
engine combination, the ice location, and. the supplemental equip-
ment used. on the installation. For airplanes operating at a 
constant pressure altitude and. throttle setting, an. air-flow loss 
due to blocking by ice formations results in a reduction in the 
manifold pressure. A torquemeter also provides indication of power 
loss due to icing on airplanes equipped with this apparatus. Air-
craft engines having fixed-pitch propellers indicate power loss 
due to icing by a reduction in engine speed. Icing that occurs on 
the fuel-metering parts of the system may be indicated by a change 
in fuel flow, if a flowmeter is provided and is evidenced by 
surging, engine roughness, backfiring, and, in extreme cases, 
complete engine stoppage. Operation at reduced power oridling 
is frequently impossible if icing occurs on the metering parts of 
the carburetor. For engines equipped with automatic manifold-
pressure regulators, the presence of ice in the air passage is not 
evident until the throttle has reached. the wide-open position 
unless a throttle-position indicator is used.. The manifold-
pressure regulator may therefore be hazardous in the presence of 
icing because further power is unavailable until de-icing can be 
accomplished. 
Numerous instruments have been desiied. for the particular 
purpose of detecting ice in aircraft-engine induction systems. These 
instruments have utilized several different principles of operation 
(reference 5) including interruption of a light beam focused on a 
photocell, the blocking of special air passages to upset a pressure-
differential system, a comparison of pressure drop through an ice-
free air passage and the induction system, and the change in capac-
itance between charged plates due to icing. 
None of these ice detectors is entirely satisfactory because 
of the difficulty in locating the sensing elements in positions in
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which they will register any type of Icing that may occur in the 
system at the respective critical location. An instrument that 
would detect only one type of Icing at its particular area of' sus-
ceptibility would have limited utility. Several ice detectors 
have been developed that are sufficiently sensitive to ice foxna-
tion, but are erratic and indicate falsely. The pressure-
differential and capacitance systems have required rather high 
sensitivity. Under such circumstances, water in the pressure 
tubes or on the charged plates may produce an erroneous Indication 
of Icing. A suitable ice detector must be an extremely reliable 
instrument to retain pilot confidence. Failure of the detector 
to indicate Ice might cause the pilot to delay or to neglect car-
buretor heat or other protective means and possibly prevent ade-
quate corrective measures. 
In general, the use of ice-warning devices has been unsatis-
factory and none has been accepted for general use. For those 
systems not fully protected, a direct Indicating unit is needed 
to replace the close observation that Is required to detect the 
effects of icing. 
Analysis of' the factors that cause induction-system icing 
indicates two general methods for combating the iôing problem: 
(i) design of an Inherently ice-free system, and (2) application 
of measures to remove and to prevent Ice formations. The first 
method is the most logical solution to the problem because the 
pilot need not concern himself with malfunctioning of' anti-icing 
equipment. In some installations, however, removal and prevention 
of Ice formations may be more convenient than to provide an inher-
ently Ice-free system. A combination of both methods will fre-
quently provide a satisfactory arrangement. The most suitable 
means o± Ice protection will be determined by the design features 
and use of a particular aircraft. 
Elements of Ice-Free Systems 
An induction system incorporating features to reduce the 
intake of' free water into the system, to prevent throttling icing, 
and. to eliminate fuel-evaporation icing is Illustrated in fig-
ure 21.
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Elimination of impact ice. - Impact icing can be prevented. if 
the free water is eliminated. from the air that contacts or flows 
through the induction system. As pointed, out in the discussion of 
icing of inlets and. ducts, a system that incorporates some type of 
inertia separation can be made to eliminate most of the free water 
from the inlet air. The elimination of free water in the system 
will eliminate the icing conditions represented by the area to the 
right of the saturation line in figure 13. Complete water elim-
ination is very difficult to achieve, but sufficient protection 
can be afforded by careful and proper desii of an inertia-
separation system that will maintain high ram recovery and insure 
Bare engine operation in impact-icing conditions. 
Elimination of throttling ice. - Throttling ice can be elim-
inated. by locating the throttling device in a warmed region, such 
as between the engine-stage supercharger and. the cylinders, or by 
the application of' heat to the conventional throttle, throttle 
body, and downstream surfaces (fig. 21). 
Double opposed throttles or variable venturi throttles in 
rectangular carburetors were found to be relatively free from 
throttling ice as compared with the butterfly-type throttle. Many 
British carburetors and throttle bodies with butterfly-type throt-
tles, however, are automatically protected. from icing by the forced. 
circulation of hot engine oil through carburetor jackets and hol-
low throttle plates. Throttling ice can be eliminated without 
resorting to special heating by locating the more desirable types 
of throttle in a warm region of the induction system. 
Elimination of fuel-evaporation ice. - Fuel-evaporation ice, 
which occurs when removal of the latent heat of vaporization of 
fuel cools the' air stream and surrounding metal parts below freez-
ing, may be effectively prevented by injecting the fuel at any 
location beyond which the passage surfaces are maintained. above 
freezing. Thus, injection of the fuel directly into each cylinder 
(fig. .21) will obviously preclude the possibility of fuel-
evaporation icing. In engines with centrifugal superchargers, 
fuel-evaporation ice can be eliminated. by introducing the fuel at 
or downstream of the face of the impeller in a manner that will 
avoid splashback of the fuel from the impeller blades, such as can 
occur if the injection device is stationary (reference 18). The 
use of impeller injection limits icing to throttling and impact 
types that occur below 400 F (fig. 18).
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Measu.res to Prevent or Remove Ice 
Heated. air. - The entire induction system can be protected. 
from icing by heating the charge air with an attendant sacrifice of 
full throttle power. The amount of heat required for ice protec-
tion must be at least sufficient to raise the temperature above the 
limiting conditions, and will therefore vary considerably with d.if-
ferent induction systems. In order to determine the specific 
requirements of a particular installation, the air conditions 
required. to prevent icing in that installation must be determined.. 
Thus, the maximum values of temperature at which icing occurs in 
each induction system are also the minimum values of carburetor-
inlet air temperature required to insure adequate protection 
against icing in the respective systems (figs. 15, 16, and. 18). 
For adequate ice prevention in an induction system where all 
three types of ice can occur, the hot-air system must be capable 
of maintaining the charge-air enthalpy as high as 34 Btu per pound. 
of air above 00 F at cruise-power condition (fig. 15). This value 
represents a temperature rise in dry air of 1500 F. At the glide-
power condition for the light-airplane induction system incor-
porating a float-type carburetor, the hot-air system must be cap-
able of maintaining the charge-air enthalpy at approximately 
42 Btu per pound of air. 
In induction systems incorporating design features that tend 
to reduce the icing hazard, a commensurate reduction in preheat 
capactiy for ice prevention is 'warranted.. For example, consider-
ing all the induction systems shown in figure 15, the prevention 
of water intake would permit a reduction of the requisite enthalpy 
from 34 to 29 Btu per pound of air; the use of impeller injection 
with an unprotected. inlet (fig. 18) would permit a reduction to 
25 Btu per pound. of air; a system that excludes water and. also 
uses impeller fuel injection would require only 15.5 Btu per pound 
of air for ice prevention. 
The existence of local induction-system Icing conditions is 
not always easy to anticipate and considerable ice may form below 
the carburetor, particularly at low power before engine operation 
is impaired. This Ice, although it may not be detrimental at low 
air flows, may seriously restrict the miT1mum power obtainable for 
emergency. In order to permit rapid increase to emergency power, 
a hot-air de-icing system must be capable of providing rapid. air-
flow recovery from a severely iced, condition. The quantity of heat 
required. for emergency d.e-iclng must therefore be considered. in 
establishing heating requirements for the de-icing air.
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The enthalpy requi.reinents for emergency d.e-icing of Induction-
system configurations F and. K are plotted in figure 22 as a func-
tion of the time requi.red to recover 95 percent of the respective 
initial air flows. The quantity of heat required for emergency 
d.e-ioing is higher than that required for ice prevention. For 
emp1e, a comparison of figures 17 aM 22, configuration K, indi-
cates that the mini.mlm3 heat required for emergency de-icing of the 
carburetor-supercharger assembly (95-percent air-flow recovery 
withIn 25 sec) is approTlmRtely 30 Btu per pound of air as corn-
pared with 18 Btu per pound of air required. for Ice prevention of 
this system. Lag of the heating system will increase the required 
time to obtain full recovery. It can be observed from figure 22 
that heat in excess of the amount required for recovery In approx-
imately 25 seconds does not appreciably reduce the recovery time. 
Insufficient air heating may result in an icing condition 
that is more dangerous than would occur if no heat were used. In 
the case of an aircraft flying through fine dry snow and using no 
carburetor heat, most of the snow would pass through the Induction 
system without adhering to the surfaces. The addition of a small 
quantity of heat would cause the snow to become wet and stick to 
the passage walls and protuberances, which would result in serious 
blockage of air flow or altered fuel metering. Stratification of 
the cold and heated air resulting from poor design or part opening 
of the air-heat valve for Ice prevention may also have adverse 
effects on fuel metering. 
One of the various methods for obtal-ning heated air that has 
been extensively employed consists of an alternate air Inlet 
located at the rear of the engine or in the accessory compartment. 
Such a system has the advantage of being relatively light and 
simple. The heat capacity available, however, may be insfIcient 
for adequate protection; and. when warm air Is taken from behind 
the engine cylinders or from behind. a coolant radiator, the pos-
sibility of high local moisture concentrations within the engine 
cowl requires careful selection of the location and the design of 
the alternate inlet. Adequate protection must also be provided 
to prevent freezing of the hot-air control valve. 
The heat from the engine exhaust can be utilized by means of 
exhaust-gas heat exchangers built into the main induction system or 
by the use of mtdf a or ebrouda around the exhaust system to supply 
hot air through the alternate air system. During ,
 a rapid descent 
or lAmling approach, or when considerable power has been lost 
because of Ice In the induction system, the heat available from the 
exhaust system might be Insufficient for adequate protection.
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The bleeding of exhaust gas directly into the intake air in 
carburetor-equipped engines is another possible source of heat. 
In some types of induction system, this method presents a fire 
hazard and. in addition may contaminate the air-metering parts. 
In general, charge-air heating may provide adequate protection 
from all types of icing downstream of the introduction point of hot 
air if sufficient heat is available for all conditions of operation. 
Such a system requires proper pilot attention and. operation. The 
alternate system must be designed to provide the quantity of heat 
required. for protection of the carburetor at the moisture condi-
tions of the inlet air. In addition, the hot-air damper must be 
protected from icing. 
Several methods of obtaining heated. air are available. The 
selection of a suitable method remains the designer's choice for 
each particular installation. Precaution should be taken in the 
design of the heated-air control doors, however, to insure that the 
control forces required to operate the doors are minimized. The 
high air velocity through the cold rain-air scoop required to main-
tain cruise mass air flow at altitude may make the control force 
required to operate the doors several times that required at sea 
level. 
Heating of induction-system parts. -- Application of sufficient 
heat to all surfaces within the induction system will eliminate all 
forms of induction-system ice. This method of ice protection 
affords certain advantages over the use of a hot-air system: 
(1) Surface heating results in only a small rise in the temperature 
of the charge air and. a negligible loss in ram-pressure recovery 
so that the accompanying loss in altitude performance is corre-
spond.ingly low; (2) the protection can be applied continuously; 
(3) ice prevention can be accomplished with a smaller total quan-
tity of heat than is required with a heated-air system; and (4) con-
trol of the heat can be made automatic. 
The following example, although eatly simplified, serves to 
illustrate the relative quantities of heat required by the two sys-
tems • Aesme a 7-inch-diameter duct through which air at a temper-
ature of 25° F with a free-water content of 0.0004 pound. per pound 
of dry air (approximately 0.5 'ain/cu in) and. at standard sea-level 
pressure is flowing at a rate of 4600 pounds per hour. The surface 
of the duct is considered to be wet and maintained at 32° F. This 
induction system would require 200 Btu per hour per foot of length 
and., if the inlet duct were 5 feet long, would require a total of
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1000 Btu per hour to keep the surfaces above freezing. If all the 
air flowing at a rate of 4600 pounds per hour were heated to pre-
vent freezing, 9800 Btu per hour would be required. 
The principal disadvantage of a surface-heating 8ystem is that 
the surfaces within the induction system must be warmed above 
freezing for the entire length unless other means of protection 
are provided. Otherwise, ice may melt from the heated surfaces 
only to freeze again on unprotected areas farther downstream, The 
installation required for suitable protection may thus become very 
complicated. 
Protection of the air-inlet duct might require a rather elab-
orate heating system, particularly if the duct Is a complex conf 1g.. 
riratlon. The advantages gained in engine performance because of 
the small losses in air density, reduced quantity of heat required, 
and. elimination of pilot attention to the operation of hot-air 
doors, however, may In many cases be sufficient to offset any dif-
ficulties incurred in the application of a surface-heating system. 
Heating of carburetor-air-metering parts presents an exceed-
ingly difficult problem, which can be treated more efficiently by 
elimination of the parts subject to icing or relocation of the 
parts to a warm region. Elimination of the conventional exposed 
fuel-metering elements, venturis, and. impact tubes, which are sub-
ject to icing and are difficult to protect, has been accomplished 
(reference 29) with the development of a fuel-metering device Imown 
as the RAE speed density meter. The metering Is determined by 
engine speed, iwrr?old pressure, manifold temperature, and exhaust 
back pressure. 
Oil-jacketed carburetors with oil-heated throttles have had 
extensive use in British installations. Tests at the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment (reference 22) indIcated that an adequately jacketed 
carburetor can be maintained relatively free of throttling and 
fuel-evaporation ice with charge air at a temperature of 40° F 
flowing at a rate of approximately 4200 pounds per hour by the 
expenditure of approximately 45 Btu per minute. The results 
obtained, with electrically heated throttle plates, that were 
Installed In an otherwise unheated carburetor (reference 19) agreed 
with the British Investigation, which indicated, that heat must be 
applied to both the throttle barrels and. the throttle butterfly. 
The throttle plates were kept entirely free of ice under the most 
severe icing conditions, with a heat input of approximately 51 Btu 
per minute for charge air at a temperature of 40° F flowing at 
4600 pounds per hour, but considerable quantities of ice did 
accunmzu].ate on the walls of the throttle barrels.
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De-icing by means of fluids. - Antifreeze fluid-injection 
systems are normally installed, to supplement other protective 8y8-
teins that may be d.eficient under some operating conditions or for 
emergency d.e-icing if the normal protective means are not applied 
in time. 
Desirable characteristics of d.e-icing fluids are as follows: 
(1) large freezing-point depression when mixed with water, (2) high 
water solubility, (3) low vapor pressure to minimize evaporation, 
(4) low latent heat of vaporization, (5) xioncorrosive, (6) no 
adverse effect on engine operation, and (7) noninflaimnable. Because 
most d.e-icing fluids now used. are inf1rnmntb1e, such systems are 
regarded as operational hazards.. 
Includ.edainong the d.e-icing fluids ued have been ethanol and. 
Isopropanol. Commercial de-icirig fluids consist of a mixture of 
ethanol, methanol, d.enaturants, and. sometimes a rust inhibiter. 
Ethanol and. isopropanol are very similar in physical properties, 
but the ethanol provides greater freezing-point depression. Addi-
tion of' some types of de-Icing fluid to the charge air reduces the 
octane rating of the mixture and may cause detonation with conse-
quent reduction in the power available and in severe cases may 
datn3ge the engine. 
Variations in d.ifférent induction systems of the method and. 
the point of injection and. the type of de-icing fluid used are 
critical factors in fluid d.e-icing. In order to obtain the most 
effective ice removal, the de-icing fluid should be sprayed into 
the air stream as close as possible to the ice formation so that a 
large concentration of undiluted fluid will reach the ice forma-
tion. In most applications, fluid is sprayed into the air imme-
diately above the carburetor and removes only those ice fórniations 
downstream of that location. 
The de-icing fluid flow rate for ice removal varies with dif -
ferent induction systems and the type of ice being removed. 
For a relatively clean system involving few protuberances or 
irregularities in the carburetor and air passage (configuration B, 
fig. 14) with an air flow of approxiintely 4000 pounds per hour 
(cruise power) at a carburetor-air tempörature of 40° F, a de-icing 
fluid flow of 1 to 2 percent of the air flow was reg ,ufred to insure 
removal of throttling and fuel-evaporation ice within approximately 
5 minutes after initial application (reference 6). The fluid de-
icing investigation of configuration D showed similar recovery 
times for conditions of icing-air temperature and. fluid flows
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comparable to those used for the investigation of configuration B 
at cruise-power conditions. For rated-power conditions with impact 
icing at 25° F, full recovery within 5 minutes could not be accom-
plished in configuration D with fluid flows as high as 1 percent 
of the air flow (reference 8). An investigation of a larger induc-
tion system showed that do-Icing fluid flows in excess of 1 percent 
of the air flow were required to remove impact icing alone. 
The use of alcohol vapor as a de-icing agent has also been 
investigated (reference 6). This method gave slow recoveries and 
part of its small success may be ascribed. to the release of latent 
heat to the air stream by the vapor when it condensed. 
An analytical method has been developed by which it is possible 
to determine the theoretical minimum amount of alcohol required. to 
prevent carburetor Icing or to compare the merits of fluids of dif-
ferent composition. This method, which is developed in refer-
ence 25, is based on the determination of the amount of alcohol 
required to lower the freezing point of imter to the minimum sur-
face temperature existing In the system, considering the adiabatic 
temperature drop due to throttling, the kinetic rise in the surface 
boundary layer, and the cooling effect of the evaporation of the 
do-icing fluid.. Only the minimum rate of d.e-iclng fluid can be 
determined by this method because perfect distribution of the fluid 
has been assumed. 
British Investigators have reported considerable success In 
eliminating fuel-evaporation icing by injecting alcohol with the 
fuel at a rate of from 2 to 5 percent of the fuel-consumption rate. 
Alcohol may be added in bulk to the fuel supply, provided that the 
alcohol Is kept free of water to prevent separation of the alcohol 
and. the fuel. 
In general, a fluid de-icing system is inadequate and unreli-
able as a sole means of Ice protection and should be considered 
only an emergency de-icing method. The recoveries obtained with 
heated air are usually much faster than those obtained with do-Icing 
fluids, If a fluid de-Icing system Is to be used, it should. be
 
carefully designed both to satisfy the particular ice-prevention 
requirements of the induction system in which it Is to be installed 
and to minimize the potential fire hazard conunon to this system of 
protection. Precautions must also be taken to insure positive 
shutoff of the alcohol system on engine shutdown to prevent accu-
mu].atlon of alcohol vapor in the Induction system. The results of 
many
 fluid. de-Icing experiments indicate that the requirements of
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each individual ind.uction system must be separately determined, with 
particular scrutiny of the spray characteristics of the nozzles 
used and. the distribution of the fluid. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNDATIONS FOB 
DESION AND OPATI0N 
The elimination of factors that cause induction-system icing 
appears to present the most logical solution to the problem. In 
some, installations, however, It may be more convenient to provide 
a method of preventing and removing ice rather than providing an 
inherently ice-free induction system. On the basis of the inf or-
mation contained herein and. a review of other pertinent literature, 
the following reconnnend.ations and conclusions are cited for refer-
ence In the design and. operation of induction systems: 
1. The intake of free moisture, snow, and. ice particles Into 
the induction system should be reduced. to minimize the formation 
of impact Ice and to reduce the seriousness of fuel-evaporation and. 
throttling ice. Most of the free-moisture intake can be prevented. 
by the use of inertia separation methods. 
2. Induction-system passages should. be
 aerod,ysamically clean. 
and free from -protuberances, carburetor screens, and exposed meter-
ing parts that might serve as collecting points for ice. 
3. AIr-metering devices should be located in a warm or dry 
region. Air-metering devices located. In regions where free mois-
ture may be present in the air should be designed. to exclude water 
from the metering passages or should. incorporate adeq,uate drain-
age and protection agaInst freezing of the entrained. water. 
4. Provisions should. be incorporated. tO maintain surfaces of 
the throttle, and the throttle body above freezing. 
5. Fuel should be injected in a region at and beyond. which 
the passage surfaces are maintained above freezing to prevent fuel-
evaporation icing. The fuel must also be injected so as to avoid 
splashback or eddying of fuel into colder regions. 
6. A satisfactory heated-air system must be capable of supply-
ing not only sufficient heat for ice prevention, but also must be 
capable of furnishing the additional heat required. for emergency
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ice removal. Alternate heated air must be applied before engine 
power Is reduced to the extent that the required heat for d.e-icIng 
is unavailable. Stratification of heated air In the duct, such. 
as will occur with part opening of the heated-air damper, may seri-
ously affect fuel metering and effectiveness of icing protection. 
7 • In general, the performance of fluid de-Icing systems Is 
unpredictable and slow and their use is not reáonmiend.ed. as sole 
means of protection. If a fluid d.e-Iclng system is to be used for 
emergency protection, It should be carefully designed both to sat-
lefy the particular Ice-prevention requirements of the induction 
system In which It is to be installed. and. to minimize the potential 
fire hazard con to this system of protection. 
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Figure 2. - Conventional light-airplane induction system.
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FIgure 3. - Schematic diagram of throttle and. throttle body showing air-flow pattern and

throttling icing.
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FIgure 5. - Eddying of fuel spray in system utilizing butterfly-type throttles and. 'wall-

mounted fuel nozzle.
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Figure 7. - Schematic diagram of typical induction-system icing-research equ1mient.
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(a) Impact ice on scoop and. duct walls.
C- 23087 
3.8.49 
(b) Impact ice on carburetor screen. 
Figure 9. - Typical impact icing of in.uction-systn parts.
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(a) Lead.ing-edge scoop. 
.	 ...	 ..	 .	 .	 .... S 
(b) Und.ercowl scoop. 
Figure 10. - Air aM water-droplet paths for conventional aM uMercowlscoops.
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cA 
C- 10051 
5- 16-45 
(a) Standsrd. scoop.
________	 C. 100 55 
5-16-45 
(b) Undercowl scoop. 
Figine 11. - Ccparison of carburetor-screen icing experienced with standard and undercowl 
scoop. Air temperature, 25° F; airspeed, 160 miles per hour; air flow to engine, 
12,000 pounds per hour; icing time, 15 minutes.
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(a) Un1ers1d.e of throttles. 
(b) Supercharger-inlet elbow. 
Figure 12. - Typical fuel-evaporation ice for,nationa.
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Configuration A	 B	 C 
Config- Carburetor 
Air-passage Throttle uration Fuel-nozzle type Engine size 
_________
shape type and location and type 
A Twin barrel Butterfly X bar downstream 14-cylinder, 
_________ ___________ _________ of throttle radial 
B Rectangular Variable Bar between 9-cylinder, 
___________ venturi venturis radial _________ 
C Twin barrel Butterfly X bar downstream 14-cylinder, 
____________ __________
of throttle radial 
__________ 
D Rectangular Twin rec- Bar downstream and 14-cylinder, 
tangular between throttles radial _________ 
E
__________ 
Twin barrel Butterfly Nozzle in super- 12-cylinder, 
_________ __________ _________
charger-inlet elbow V
(a) Configurations A to E. 
Figure 14. - Carburetor-engine configurations used in determining induction-system

icing characteristics. 
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Configuration	 F	 G 
Config- Carburetor 
Air-passage Throttle uratlon Fuel-nozzle type Engine size 
shape type and location and type ________ 
F Rectangular Variable Nozzle bar between 14-cylinder 
________ ___________ venturi venturla radial 
G Twin barrel Butterfly Slinger ring at 14-cylinder 
________ ___________ _________ Impeller radial 
H Triple bar- Butterfly Slinger ring at 18-cylinder 
________ rel _________ Impeller radial 
K Twin barrel Butterfly Slinger ring at • 12-cylinder 
_______ _________ Impeller v
(b) Configurations F to K. 
Figure 14. - Concluded. Carburetor-engine configurations used in determining

induction-system Icing characteristics. 
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Figure 16. - Effect of throttle setting on serious-icing limits of three

carburetor..engine configurations. 
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Figure 18.- - Icing characteristics obtained with two systems having 
impeller.
 fuel injection compared with system having fuel discharge below 
throttle. Con.figurations 0 and H, impeller injection; configuration E, 
fuel discharged below throttle. 
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Figure 19. - Effect of icing on mixture distribution. Air tempera-
ture, 250 F; air flow, 7000 pounds per hour reduced to 6500 pounds 
per hour by icing. 
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Figure 20. - Limiting serious-icing conditions for two 
1iit-.airp1ane carburetor-nnifold combirations. 
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Figure 22.. - Variation of air-flow recovery time with de-oing air 
enthalpy for two induction systems at low cruise power with an 
air-flow loss due to icing of 2000 pounds per hour. 
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